MINEUM ICO terms
This document is the final terms applicable for MINEUM ICO. The text below is and will
be the only valid terms.
When does the ICO takes place?
The ICO takes place on May 7th until May 28th.
Which Cryptocurrency can be exchanged?
To simplify all trades, the only cryptocurrency that we’ll accept is Bitcoin. *** Why?
How is the distribution?
The total supply of MINEUM at launch will be 9,250 Millions.
4 000 000 MNM for ICO participants
All ICO participants will share a total of 4 millions MNM token in exchange of Bitcoin
(BTC).
750 000 MNM will be mineable
As we promote mining, it’s normal that we add a mining phase (PoW) to MINEUM. This
phase, including 200 000 blocks with a block reward that’ll vary between 50 and 1.25
MNM per Block, will generate a total of 750 000 MNM.
100 000 MNM for partners, advisors and 3rd parties
Since the beginning of the idea, we bring some partners, collaborators and other third
parties to the project. Furthermore, some of them or others will be invited again to work
on some project with us. A total of 100 000 MNM will be reserved for these people.
50 000 MNM for early advisers
A total of 50 000 MNM will be shared to the participants of our bounty campaign. All
participants will receive their bounty according to some parameters announce on
MINEUM website and Official Presentation.
5 100 000 MNM for CEOs
As majority shareholders, we are selling 49% of our share and keep 51% of it. These
51% will be kept safe in a public address that’ll be available in the Official Presentation
of MINEUM and on the website with a direct link. These coins won’t move from there. It
is mainly to allow us to realize minor quick decision if needed. More details about the
way we will use our 51% share for dividends :
https://mineum.org/documentation/mineum-dividends.pdf
Money Held by Escrow
The funds will be held in a 2-of-3 multi signature Coinbase Vault secured by two
escrows; TwinWinNerD and SebastianJu. More information is available at
https://mineum.org/documentation/mineum-escrow.pdf
Where Can I participate?
You can participate to the ICO by subscribing to our MyMINEUM platform at :
https://mymineum.org

A guide is available in the documentation center of MINEUM website at :
https://mineum.org/documentation/mineum-ico-guide.pdf
You should only send one deposit per address. If you want to send more, you need to
set a new exchange.
At the end of the ICO, your Private Key will appear on the dashboard. It is your
responsability to keep it safe.
Is there any bonuses I can get?
Yes, a ten percent (10%) bonus will be available for the early birds who participate to the
ICO during the first week.
Why are we raising funds?
We are doing an ICO in order to expand our mining activities and its development. The
money raised will be managed with high diligence.

